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ABSTRACT
Recent works on ad hoc network study have shown that achievable throughput can be made to
scale linearly with the number of receive antennas even if the transmitter has a single antenna.
In this paper, we propose a method pursuing robustness in ad hoc network system when the
channel state information (CSI) of interferers is unavailable. The non-parametric linear
minimum mean square error (MMSE) filter is exploited to achieve large fraction of the MMSE
filter transmission capacity employing the perfect covariance matrix information. The key
feature ingredient to make our approach effective is to exploit the autocorrelation of received
signal, which obtains the covariance matrix information without transmission rate loss. From
the numerical results, we show that the proposed scheme brings substantial transmission
capacity gain over conventional MMSE filter using sample covariance matrix.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the decentralized wireless network (ad hoc network), multiple transmitter-receiver pairs
transmit simultaneously without the benefit of fixed infrastructure. Due to the uncoordinated
nature of communication, multiple transmitters communicate simultaneously, and hence incur
substantial interference which severely decreases the transmission rate. In an ad hoc wireless
network, exploiting multiple receive antennas has been one of the promising solutions to increase
data rate and deal with inter-user interference. Prior works on investigating the transmission
capacity with multiple receive antennas [1]–[3] considered some specific multiple antenna
configurations. In [1] the maximal ratio combining (MRC) only provides array gain while [2]
considers full zero forcing to remove the strongest interferers but no array gain is provided. It is
shown in [3] that both conventional MMSE filter and partial zero forcing (PZF) provide a benefit
that network-wide throughput scales linearly with the number of receive antennas even if each
transmitter has only a single antenna. All these promising gains are achieved assuming perfect
channel state information at the receiver (CSIR). Although perfect CSIR is reasonable for initial
state of research, further investigation of imperfect CSIR would be interesting since practical
network in general has imperfect channel state information due to estimation errors. Recently, as
a way to deal with imperfect CSIR issue, Jindal et al. proposed the filter employing sample
covariance matrix which can be estimated by listening to the interference and noise observations
[3]. However, the shortcoming of this filter using sampled covariance matrix is that data rate loss
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is substantial since the covariance matrix is sampled in an inactive mode of the desired
transmitter.
In this paper, we propose a technique that employs nonparametric linear minimum mean square
error (MMSE) receive filter for improving network-wide throughput. To be specific, when the
CSIR of all the interferers is unavailable, which is true for real ad hoc network scenarios, the
proposed scheme exploits the autocorrelation of the received signal for MMSE operation. Even
with the covariance matrix variation, the maximized SINR of the proposed method is identical to
that of the conventional filter. Due to the fact that the autocorrelation of the received signal is
obtained the data transmission period, the proposed method achieves large fraction of optimal
transmission capacity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the system model and the
summary of the conventional MMSE filter. In Section 3, we present the proposed non-parameter
linear MMSE method. Simulation results and conclusion are provided in Section 4 and Section 5.

2. AD HOC NETWORK
2.1. System Model
In an ad hoc network, the active transmitters are placed according to a 2-D homogeneous Poisson
point process (PPP) of density λ ( transmitters / m 2 ). Each single transmit antenna
communicates with a receiver equipped with N antennas, where each receiver is randomly
located at d meters away from the corresponding transmitter. Due to the Poisson process
stationarity, we focus on a typical transmit-receive pair denoted by Txd and Rxd , respectively.
From the viewpoint of Rxd , the set of interferers except Txd also sets a homogeneous PPP due to
Slivnyak’s Theorem [4]. The set of all the active transmitters is denoted by denoted by
Α = {( X i , h i ), (d , h d ), λ , i ∈ Ν} where X i and h i are the location and channel vector of the i th
transmitting node with respect to the typical receiver.
Under the frequency-flat channel, the received signal y is

y = d −α / 2 h d s d +

X
∑
λ

i
i∈Α ( ) \{Txd }

−α / 2

h i si + w

(1)

where α (> 2) is a path-loss exponent, X i is the distance from the desired transmitter to the i th
interferer, h i is the channel vector ( N × 1) from the i th interferer to the desired receiver, w is
the complex Gaussian noise vector (w ~ CN (0, σ 2 I )) , and si is the symbol transmitted by the

i th interferer ( E[| si |2 ] = ρ ) . Without loss of generality, we assume that the distances X i are
2

2

ordered so that the squared-distances X 1 , X 2 , … follow the 1-D PPP with intensity πλ [5].
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Figure 1. Desired Transmit-receive pair with interferers

2.2. Conventional MMSE Receiver
In this subsection, we describe the transmission capacity for the ad hoc network and review the
conventional MMSE filter. With the inclusion of unit norm receive filter v d , the estimated
symbol becomes sˆd = v dH y and hence resulting signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) is

SINR =

ρd −α v dH h d h dH v d
.
v dH (σ 2I + ρ ∑ | X i |−α h i h iH ) v d

(2)

i∈Α ( λ )

When all transmitters send at the rate equal to R = log 2 (1 + β ) , a communication is regarded as
successful if and only if the received SINR is larger than β . Hence the outage probability at
SINR threshold β is Pout (λ ) = P[ SINR ≤ β ] , which is an increasing function of λ . By the
stationarity of the process, this outage probability approximates the network-wide packet error
probability. Further, the maximum interferer density such that the outage does not exceed ε (> 0)
is λε = max{λ : Pout (λ ) ≤ ε } where ε is a constant outage level, ensuring a typical transmission
λ

will succeed with probability 1 − ε . Then, the transmission capacity of the ad hoc network is

C (ε ) = λε (1 − ε ) log 2 (1 + β )

bps/Hz/ m 2 ,

(3)

by accumulating all the λε simultaneous transmissions in the network [1], [6], [7].
Due to the fact that the SINR and λε primarily depend on the receive filter, multiple receive
antenna technique has received much attention as a means to mitigate interference [3], [7], [8]. It
is well known that the MMSE filter optimally pursues balance between signal boost and
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interference suppression for maximizing the SINR [3]. The normalized MMSE receive filter is
given by

Σ −1h d
|| Σ −1h d ||

Vd =

where Σ =

(4)

1
I + d α ∑ | X i |−α h i h iH is the spatial covariance of the interference plus
SNR
i∈Α ( λ ) \Txd

noise and SNR =

ρ d −α
. Using (4) and (2), the maximized received SINR of the MMSE
σ2

filter becomes

SINRMMSE

ρd −α (h dH Σ −1h d ) 2
= H −1 2
h d Σ (σ I + ρ ∑ | X i |−α h i h iH )Σ −1h d
i∈Α ( λ )
H
d

−1

= h Σ hd .

(5)

When the CSIR of all the interferers is unavailable, the receiver should estimate the interfering
channels information to design the optimal MMSE filter. Note that since the desired channel can
be estimated accurately via pilot symbols, the primary concern of the ad hoc network is the
interfering channels estimation. The MMSE with imperfect CSIR [3] estimates the sampled
covariance matrix by listening to interferer transmissions in the absence of desired signal. If the
desired transmitter remains inactive for K symbols duration, the receiver can employ the K
observations to organize the sample covariance as

1
Σˆ =
K

K

∑r r

H
i i

(6)

i =1

where ri represents the i th observation including interference and noise. By replacing Σ̂ with Σ
in (4), the resulting SINR becomes SINR =

(h dH Σˆ −1h d ) 2
. Under the assumption that all the
h dH Σˆ −1ΣΣˆ −1h d

interferers send independent Gaussian symbols, the expected SINR with respect to the Σ̂
distribution is [9]

 (h H Σˆ −1h ) 2   N − 1  H −1
E  H d −1 −d1  = 1 −
h d Σ h d .
ˆ ˆ
 h d Σ ΣΣ h d   K + 1 

(7)

3. NON-PARAMETRIC LINEAR MMSE RECEIVER
In this section, we present the proposed filter based on the non-parametric linear MMSE
estimation. There are three following drawbacks in the conventional MMSE receiver. First, when
the receiver estimates K observations, the desired transmitter should be turned off for K
symbols duration. The training duration will be substantial and cause the substantial transmission
data rate loss even though the receiver provide good covariance matrix for sufficient K . Second,
the covariance matrix information should be updated when the channel state is changed. If the
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channel is changing per T symbols period, the effective rate is decreased by the factor of

T −K
. Finally, K should increase to attain the identical SINR in (5) when the N increases
T
(see Fig. 2).

(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Packet structure: (a) conventional method and (b) proposed method.

3.1. Non-Parametric Linear MMSE
The key distinction of the proposed method over the conventional MMSE filter is that the desired
channel information is additionally incorporated on top of the observations of the interference and
noise. From [10], the estimated desired symbol of the linear MMSE is given by

sˆd = v dH y = Rsd y Ryy−1y
−1

 1

= h 
I + ∑ hi hiH + h d h dH  y
 SNR i∈Α(λ ) \{Txd }

H
H −1
= h d (Σ + h d h d ) y.
H
d

(8)

Following theorem explains the fact that the linear MMSE filter in (8) can achieve the maximum
SINR of (5) regardless of the inclusion of the desired channel information.
Theorem 3.1: The linear MMSE filter using non-parametric autocorrelation of the received signal
Ryy is

v d = (Σ + h d h dH ) −1 h d
and the corresponding SINR becomes

(9)
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SINR = h dH Σ −1h d

(10)

Employing the Sherman-Morrison formula [10], the linear MMSE receiver with the
autocorrelation of the received signal achieves the maximum transmission capacity. By
modifying the Theorem 3.1, the SINR of the proposed algorithm under imperfect CSIR condition

ˆ d = Σˆ + h d h dH where Σ̂
is obtained. The sample covariance of the proposed receiver is Σ
represents the observations of the noise plus interference. With the knowledge of h d , the receiver
can compute the filter vˆ d = Σˆ d−1h d and the resulting SINR becomes
Following theorem explains the fact that the linear MMSE filter in (8) can achieve the maximum
SINR becomes

SINR prop =

(h dH Σˆ −d1h d ) 2
.
h dH Σˆ −d1ΣΣˆ −d1h d

(11)

One can show that the expected SINR is

N − 1  H −1

E SINR prop = 1 −
h d Σ h d .
 M +1

[

]

(12)

N −1
M +1
smaller than the expected SINR with perfect knowledge of Ryy . This factor is increasing in M

Note that the (12) based upon the sample covariance Σ̂ prop is precisely a factor of 1 −

and converges to one as M → ∞ because Σ̂ prop → Σ prop as M → ∞ .

3.2 Alternative Form of the Non-Parametric Linear MMSE
−1
Due to the fact that the exist of Ryy
is not always guaranteed, we provide the alternative form of

the non-parametric linear MMSE filter. One can find that

v dH = h dH (Σ −1 − Σ −1h d (1 + Σ h ) −1 h dH Σ −1 )
= (I − Σ h (1 + Σ h ) −1 )h dH Σ −1
= (1 + Σ h ) −1 h dH Σ −1

(13)

Using the Eigen-decomposition [11]

Σ = [U S

1

 Λ S + SNR I
U N ]

0



 U SH 
,
1  U HN 

I
SNR 
0

(14)

then
−1

1 

Σ = US  ΛS +
I  U SH + SNR(U N U HN ) .
SNR 

−1

(15)
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Plugging (15) into (13), we have
−1

1  1
1

v =
+
Σ h  h dH Σ −1

SNR  SNR SNR 
H
d

−1

1
 1

 1

h dH Fh d + h dH PI⊥ h d  h dH 
F + PI⊥ 
=
+
 SNR SNR

 SNR


(16)
where

−1

1 

F = US  ΛS +
I  U HS and PI⊥ = U N U HN . By employing the singular value decomposition
SNR 

H
⊥
h d PI = VΛU H and choosing W such that the matrix [V W ] is unitary. Then, (16) can be
resolved onto the basis [V W ] as follows

v dH = [V

 1
2
H H
 SNR (I + V h d Fh d V ) + Λ
W ]

0


−1


  VH  H  1

h 
F + PI⊥ 
1   W H  d  SNR

I
SNR 
0

−1

 1

 1

I + V H h dH Fh d V + Λ2  V H h dH 
F + PI⊥ 
= V
 SNR

 SNR


(

)

(17)

 1

→ 0  , we have
SNR



since W H h dH = 0 [11]. If we consider the interference-limited regime 

v dH = VΛ−2 V H h dH PI⊥ = VΛ−1U H = ( PI⊥ h d ) † = (h dH PI⊥ h d ) −1 h dH PI⊥ .
By

letting

A = [h d

Ryy = R A +

h1 Λ

1
1
I = AA H +
I
SNR
SNR

where

R A = h d h dH + ∑ h i h iH

(18)
and

h n ] [11]. Therefore, (18) can be expressed as
v dH = (h dH R A† h d ) −1 h dH R A† .

(20)

†
Since Ryy
= R A† in the interference-limited regime, (9) can be reduced to
†
†
v d = Rˆ yy
h d (h dH Rˆ yy
h d ) −1

(21)

1
where Rˆ yy =
YY H is the sample correlation matrix obtained from the received signal set

Y = [y1

M
y2 Λ

yM ].

Note that the desired transmitter should be turned off for K symbols period in order to attain
fairly good sample covariance matrix. Also note that no such requirement is necessary for the
proposed approach in (21). While K is the sampling overhead in the packet transmission, M in
(21) can be freely selected within the range of the packet length.
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4. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we compare the transmission capacity of the proposed technique with the
conventional MMSE, MMSE with imperfect CSI (MMSE with K samples), as well as maximum
ratio combining (MRC) and zero forcing (ZF) schemes (full ZF and partial ZF). While the MRC
maximizes the desired signal power and the full ZF selects the filter orthogonal to N − 1
interferer channels, the partial ZF employs some of the receive degrees of freedom for
interference annihilation while exploiting the rest of degrees of freedom to boost desired signal
power (readers are referred to [3] for details).
The simulation setup is based on the 2-D PPP transmitters which are realized on the square
distances. The SINR and outage probability are computed and compared to determine maximum
density over several thousand iterations. We assume that the elements of each transmitter’s
channel vectors are i.i.d. zero mean complex Gaussian random variables with unit variance,
which almost surely ensures that the desired channel h d and interferer channels {h i }iΑ=(1λ ) have
full column rank. For comparison, the number of cancelled interferers θN is considered in the
partial ZF [3].
0.9

MRC
Full ZF with perfect CSIR
Partial ZF with perfect CSIR
MMSE with perfect CSIR
MMSE with imperfect CSIR (K=0.1M)
MMSE with imperfect CSIR (K=0.1M, expected)
Proposed MMSE with imperfect CSIR (M=100)
Proposed MMSE with imperfect CSIR (M=100, expected)
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Figure 3. Transmission Capacity versus

8

9
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N for ε = 0.1 , β = 1 , α = 3 , d = 1 , and K = 10 .

In Fig. 3, we plot the transmission capacity as a function of N . Note that K = 10 (10% of packet
length) and M is the packet length. We observe that the proposed scheme, MMSE, and PZF
show linearly increasing transmission capacity, whereas MMSE with K samples, MRC, and full
ZF exhibit much poorer scaling. In particular, although the proposed filter leaves a performance
gap from MMSE, the transmission capacity of the proposed method is larger than the MMSE
with K samples and PZF, and the gain gets larger as N increases. Due to the scaling factor of
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 N −1
1 −
 , the expected SINR of the MMSE with K samples is smaller than that of the
 K +1
MMSE with full CSI, the transmission capacity of the MMSE with K samples is decreased when
K is a fixed number and N goes to large number.

0.45
Partial ZF with perfect CSIR
MMSE with perfect CSIR
MMSE with estimated CSIR (K=0.1M)
Proposed method with estimated CSIR (M=100)

Transmission Capacity (bps/Hz/m 2 )
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0.15

0.1
3

3.5

4

Figure 4. Transmission Capacity versus

4.5

α

for

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

ε = 0.1 , β = 1 , d = 1 , N = 6 , and SNR = 10dB .

In Fig. 4, we plot the transmission capacity as a function of path loss exponent. The transmission
capacity increases with the path loss exponent due to the fact that while the quality of the desired
Tx-Rx pair is reduced by a higher α , the effect of interference is also decreased. Note that the
proposed method outperforms the MMSE with K samples and partial ZF at all path loss
exponent regime. This result shows that this interference degradation has a more significant effect
on the ad hoc network system.
Finally, in order to solidify our conclusions, we plot the transmission capacity as a function of the
number of blocks. From Fig. 5, we observe that the transmission curves of the MMSE and partial
ZF are consistent due to full CSI structure. On the contrary, the transmission capacities of the
proposed method and MMSE with K samples are increasing function of the number of blocks
since the accuracy of the covariance matrix is increased when the number of blocks grows.
Although the transmission capacity of the MMSE with K samples is close to the that of the
optimal MMSE filter, it is impractical since the transmission data rate loss also increases. The
results indicate that the proposed method is competitive option in real ad hoc network scenarios.
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated an approach based on MMSE filter achieving robustness of real ad
hoc network in which the CSIR of all interferers is unavailable. Motivated by the fact that the
MMSE with imperfect CSIR brings significant transmission rate loss due to the inactive mode of
the desired transmitter, we employed the non-parametric linear MMSE filter to achieve large
fraction of the MMSE filter transmission capacity. We observe from the transmission capacity
performance that the proposed method outperforms the MMSE receiver under imperfect CSIR
condition and conventional receive antenna algorithms. Future study needs to be directed towards
the investigation of the performance when the interfering transmitters are heterogeneous.
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